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Kalahandi, Orissa
(Popularly referred to as: David vs Goliath)

Group 7:   Srishti, Sugandha, Sugandh, Somdutta, Sruti, Shreenita, Subin & Simanta



Vedanta Resources Plc (‗Vedanta‘) is a London-listed FTSE 100 diversified metals and

mining major. The Group produces aluminium, copper, zinc, lead, iron ore and

commercial energy. Vedanta has operations in India, Zamibia and Australia and a strong

organic growth pipeline of projects.

Vedanta Plc, or VAL (a subsidiary), announced plans in 2002 to set up a INR 4,000 cr
bauxite refinery and bauxite mining project in the Kalahandi district‘s Niyamgiri hills. It
wanted the flat-top mountain massif, the best-forested in the hill range, but the local
Dongria Kondh and other tribals protested to the offensive on their source of livelihood.

The ensuing fight between the $12.3-billion mining

firm and endangered tribals has drawn in a variety of

actors—from locals to environmentalists to politicians

to non-government organisations. In spite of a long

drawn-out legal tussle and much damage to its own

image, Vedanta which previously had provisional

environmental clearance, it failed to clear the final

hurdle under laws protecting the forests and granting

rights to local tribal groups.



 1997 - Sterlite Industries of India Limited signs memorandum of understanding (MOU)
for a mining project with the Orissa government.

 2002 -Land acquisition notice issued to gram sabha and villagers for the ―proposed
Lanjigarh alumina refinery project‖. According to it, 12 villages would be razed, 60
families displaced and 302 families would lose their farmland when project materialized.

 2003 - Sterlite applied to the Union ministry of environment & forests (MoEF) for
environmental clearance for the proposed refinery. The application made no mention of
the 58.9 ha of forestland it required.

 2004 – Sterlite filed a separate petition for clearances under the Forest Conservation Act
(FCA), 1980, through the Orissa Industrial Infrastructure Development Commission.

When informed that as the refinery would be dependent on the mining proposal being
cleared and the ministry would consider the two proposals together, Vedanta sent MoEF
another application arguing that while it would take three years to build the refinery,
only a year was required to open the mines.

6 months later, MoEF reversed its stance to grant the refinery environmental clearance
on condition that Sterlite got mining clearance before ―operationalizing‖ the refinery.



 2004, November - Orissa‘s forest department sent Vedanta a show-cause notice for
encroaching on 10.41 acres (4.21 ha) of village forestland for its refinery. Around the
same time, several activists separately petitioned CEC to halt the company‘s operations.

 2005 - After CEC questioned MoEF about the validity of an environmental clearance, the
ministry directed VAL to halt construction work till clearance was given for the 58.9 ha
of forestland within the refinery compound.

The company then wrote to MoEF seeking withdrawal of its request for forest clearance
for the refinery saying it didn‘t need the 58.9 ha after all. The ministry withdrew its stop
work order, without bothering to look into why the company had changed its stance.

However, CEC recommended to the Supreme Court that mining should not be permitted
on Niyamgiri hill in a report that was a scathing indictment of the project.

 2006 - The apex court referred the matter to MoEF‘s Forest Advisory Committee (FAC),
which looks into diversion of forestland for non-forest purposes, and asked for a report.

FAC, in turn, asked the Wildlife Institute of India (WII) and Central Mine Planning and
Design Institute Limited (CMPDIL), to assess the project for environmental impact.



 CMPDIL, according to Vedanta‘s court statements, cleared the project of all water-

related concerns. However, WII‘s report warned that mining in Niyamgiri would destroy a

specialized wildlife habitat.

Based on the two reports, FAC recommended diversion of forestland for the mining

project. But the Supreme Court had already ordered a review of clearances granted by

FAC after September 15, 2006, which included the VAL project.

 2007 - When the matter was heard in Supreme Court, CEC iterated its stand that MoEF

had acted irresponsibly and with ―undue haste‖ in granting Vedanta clearances.

 2008 , Dec - In-principle clearance for 660.749 ha of forestland for mining was granted.

 2009, April - Forest clearance was given for an additional area of 33.73 ha.

Public hearing for 6 folds expansion of the refinery was held thereafter, and clearance

by the MoEF to the mining project granted despite widespread protests.

 2010 - Withdrawal of clearance rights by the MoEF on the recommendations of FAC on 

August 24.08.10 and issue of show-cause notice.





Niyamgiri is our God. We live 
in these mountains and 

survive. We don‘t have any 
land on which we can produce 
and live. We are dependent on 
the mountains. We won‘t leave 

Niyamgiri. We are mountain 
people if we go somewhere 

else we will die.
They took our farming land. 
They left some houses. They 
took the cremation ground, 

temple, well, pond. How will we 
survive? The coal and bauxite 

powder comes into our food and 
water

*From interview by Indian filmmaker S.Josson, July 2007



―We aim to carry out our activities in a socially responsible manner and create value for
the communities where we operate. Sustainable development principles are fundamental
to our approach. These principles require us to monitor and reduce social risks and
create partnerships with our local communities.‖

Vedanta Annual Report 2006

―A highly endangered primitive tribe – the Dongria Kondhs – whose population is less
than 6000 reside in the Niyamgiri hills. They are dependent on farming and agroforestry
and have no other source of livelihood. Niyamgiri Hill is a sacred hill for the Dongria
Kandha tribe.‖ This is the same mountain where Vedanta plans to mine bauxite.

Central Empowered Committee Report in IA No.1324

Claim: Vedanta has the indigenous community‘s best interests at heart.

Reality: Petitioners say that the company‘s mining plans are a threat to the tribes and their
way of life.



 Locals were allegedly threatened and forcibly removed from their homes and land. People
were moved to a Vedanta ‗village‘ under constant surveillance. This place was largely
abandoned soon, unsuited to local needs.

 ActionAid workers heard numerous reports from villagers that people working in the
company‘s interest approached the larger landowners with offers of cash to vacate. Those
who refused were threatened while those with little or no land were offered nothing.

 A fact finding team of officials from the MoEF was sent to Lanjigarh in December 2004.
According to the team, ―the rehabilitation package for displaced persons… is not in the
interest of sustainable livelihood of the local communities…‖.

 Reports by UK-based NGOs, Survival International and Amnesty International, the latter a
body that specialises in probing abuses of human rights, alleged that Vedanta wasn‘t doing
enough for the local tribal populace that faces displacement once mining commences.

 Maoists have been exploiting the tribal resentment and this has helped their outfit to
spread its influence. With land acquisition becoming a major source of conflict, the Maoists
have been finding it easy to tap disaffection of tribals against the government.





―Our responsibility necessitates that we act towards the environment from where we

draw our resources and raw materials. We strive to act in a manner that reduces any

impacts to desired and acceptable levels. We progress by ‗contributing to the basics of

life in harmony with nature‘. Broad areas of focus include environment conservation.‖

Vedanta Annual Report 2006

―…the effect of removal of trees and top-soil on the continuity of the wildlife habitat at the

[mining] site is bound to be irretrievable, and cannot be treated as nominal…‖

Study by team of experts, Govt. of India

Claim: Vedanta strives towards environmental conservation.

Reality: Vedanta‘s alumina refinery at the base of Niyamgiri has been habitually flouting

environmental standards for years, as govt pollution inspectors have documented,

describing the refinery‘s emissions as ‗continuous‘ and ‗alarming‘. Vedanta started

expanding their refinery without getting environmental clearance to do so, and

continued in spite and irrespective of curb notices.



 The Niyamgiri Hills are protected under Section 18, Indian Wildlife Act as an area of

extraordinary natural beauty. The forest cover has been officially recognized for its rich

wildlife. Niyamgiri was proposed as a wildlife sanctuary by Ministry of Environment and

Forests in 1998. In 2004, The Orissa government declared it an elephant reserve.

 Vedanta‘s own environmental impact assessment for
the project states ‗the proposed mining project is
expected to cause some persons lose their land fully
or partially.‘ According to the same document, four
Dongria villages fall within the actual concession area
of the mine.

 Vedanta claimed to have received ―all requisite
permits and approvals under Indian environment
laws… for the construction of the refinery‖. This is
contradicted by the CEC report, which states that
environmental regulations were violated when
construction work for the refinery started before the
scheme was granted environmental clearance.

 Environmental experts warned that strip mining for bauxite would have a devastating

impact on the flora, fauna, river systems and food production capacity of the mountain

environment. A study by the govt-run Wildlife Institute of India (WII) concluded that mining

could trigger ―irreversible changes in the ecological characteristics of the area‖.



―Laws are being violated.‖

Mr Jairam Ramesh, Environment Minister

 The N.C. Saxena Committee, which investigated the legitimacy and legality of Vedanta's
mining operations in Orissa, submitted a report that accuses state officials of allegedly
colluding with Vedanta in repeated violations of forest and panchayat laws.

The land which needed to be diverted consisted entirely of village forest which
traditionally belonged to the tribal people and other communities in the villages. The
report claims that Vedanta did not submit this information to the MoEF and while filing
for environmental clearances in 2003, the company claimed that no forest lands were
needed and that there were no reserve forests within 10 km of the proposed refinery.

 The Lanjigarh Refinery was also seen as illegal by the Saxena Committee on grounds
that the rights of the people over their traditional habitat have to be recognised first as
per the Forest Rights Act. This Act of 2006 recognizes that the rights of ‗scheduled
tribes and other traditional forest dwellers‘ over their habitat should be implemented.

 The main thrust of the report about the main reason for denying final forest clearance
for the Niyamgiri mines appears to be the alleged non-recognition of the forest rights of
the tribals and absence of consent from the concerned communities for diversion of
forest land.



"Vedanta has not shown any intention to abide by rules. And its ability to carry out
projects without bending the rules is suspect.… The Orissa project is the most
controversial mining project in the world… Vedanta has got notorious.‖

Jo Woodman, Survival International

 Vedanta faced a spree of bad publicity, including a damning report from Amnesty
International which claimed the refinery had poisoned local rivers and drinking water,
causing a number of health concerns among residents, including skin rashes and sores.

 A number of stakeholders, including the Church of England and the Joseph Rowntree
Charity Foundation, abandoned their stake in the business.

 High-profile investors, like the Pension Fund of Norway and the Church of England, also
sold their shareholding in Vedanta citing ―environmental and human rights violations‖ at
the upcoming plant.

 August 24, the day when Mr Jairam Ramesh blocked the mine declaring that the
company had shown ‗blatant disregard‘ for the rights of the Dongria Kondh, reportedly
saw £300 million wiped off Vedanta‘s share price.

 The fact that Vedanta flouted forestry and human rights norms in its operations are
findings which damage its chances of gaining similar forestry clearance rights in future.



 Campaigner and singer Mick Jagger‘s ex-wife Bianca Jagger and Edward Mason, secretary of 
the Church of England Ethical Investment Advisory Group, spent a few days each in the 
Kalahandi villages, eating from leaf plates and sleeping on the mud floors, finding facts 
against Vedanta‘s development claims, thus drawing international interest.

 On the eve of the PR Week Awards in October, Survival presented its ‗PR Disaster of the 
Year‘ Award to Finsbury PR and its founder Roland Rudd for their work with Vedanta.

 As part of Survival‘s worldwide campaign:
- over 10,000 Survival supporters wrote letters 
to the Indian government
- 650,000 people saw Survival‘s film ‗Mine, 
story of a sacred mountain‘ which went viral
- Celebrities including Joanna Lumley and 
Michael Palin spoke out against Vedanta
- Protesters dressed up as the Na‘vi from 
James Cameron‘s blockbuster ‗Avatar‘, 
capturing the world‘s imagination and interest 
as the campaign spread like wildfire.

 Groups such as Survival International, Amnesty International and ActionAid showered the
company with allegations of humanitarian and environmental norms‘ violations.

 Survival launched a worldwide campaign against Vedanta‘s treatment of the Dongria Kondh.
The ensuing PR battle in the world‘s press saw Vedanta‘s reputation savaged: the company
was described in print as ‗the most hated company in the world‘.





―When faced with a crisis, avoiding or evading does not help. It is important
to realize that the crisis has occurred that needs to be managed. Openness,
clarity of communication and responsiveness are important in the aftermath
of a crisis.‖

– PR Management, by Jaishri Jethwaney and N.N. Sarkar

There are several key goals to keep in mind during any crisis 
or problem situations:

Demonstrate that your company is managing the situation 
effectively and responsibly

Show concern for those affected and tolerance for dissent

Maintain the confidence and goodwill of employees, 
customers and the public

Guard against negligent and/or inaccurate information

Restore normal operations as soon as possible



―The alumina refinery project should have been allowed to be constructed only after
carrying out an in depth study about the effect of the proposed mining from Niyamgiri
Hills on water regime, flora and fauna, soil erosion and on the Dongria Kandha tribes
residing at Niyamgiri Hills.‖

Central Empowered Committee Report in IA No.1324

 Learning from Precedence: In 2003, Rio Tinto's chairman, Sir Robert Wilson, took a
decisive stand over a controversial uranium mine development in Australia that was
being opposed by the Aboriginals. He said, ―We won't develop it without their consent,
full stop." The conflict between the natives and the company finally ended in 2007 with
an amicable agreement and went a long way in enhancing the reputation of Rio Tinto.

 Associating with Credibility: International Council on Mining & Metals (ICMM) has leading
miners such as BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto as members but few Indian companies have
shown interest in getting its membership. Members subscribe to 10 principles that they
need to integrate with their internal policy. They come out with a report annually and
submit to an audit by a third party. Such initiatives would help Vedanta gain credibility
and also change the working culture at the group.

 Keeping one‘s Word: The Dongria Kondh should have been provided with an optimal
rehabilitation and resettlement package, as actually promised by Vedanta.



 The provision of benefit-sharing envisioned in the proposed Mines and Minerals
(Development and Regulation) Act, 2010 is the ‗first step towards repairing and repaying
the damages done to poor communities living on mineral-rich lands‘.

In many mineral-rich countries, wealth from mining is channelized into local
development and shared with local communities. The provision of benefit sharing and
local area development in the proposed MMDR Act 2010 is, therefore, not new and in
line with the global best practices. Even tiny Papua New Guinea does it!

India has, till now, shied away from benefit sharing. This has resulted in the country‘s
richest regions – holding most of its minerals – becoming homes to its poorest people.

 The $9.6 billion deal for Vedanta Resources to acquire 40-
51%  of Cairn India from 62.4% stakeholder Cairn Energy  
may be perceived as an attempt by Vedanta to reverse its 
tarnished public image with Cairn, a ‗clean‘ unit.

 The Vedanta fiasco smacks of the BP oil spill. There are 
also echoes of the Save Narmada Crusade and the recent 
Nano ouster incident from WB in the massive kickback that 
occurred. A gracious exit better than a damaging defeat.



The NBA spanned a 

decade and dealt 

an iron-fisted blow 

to the Sardar

Sarovar Dam 

project, ensuring 

that environ. 

concerns and 

rehabilitation 

processes were well 

taken care of 

before construction 

could continue.

The world‘s first 

successful eco-

revolution; by the 

indigenous tribes  

of Bougainville 

Island against the 

Papua New Guinea 

army and the 

mining plans of the 

RTZ company to 

exploit their natural 

resources.

The Tata Nano

project rain into 

controversies for its 

Singur plant in WB 

over land 

acquisition issues 

and negligence 

towards local 

communities, and 

had to pull out due 

to wide-scale 

agitation

The Mirrar agitaed

against ERA‘s 

uranium mining in 

the Kakadu

National Park, 

forcing Rio Tinto to 

halt construction, 

clean up the mine 

site, restore it, and 

to commence 

rehabilitation work 

in Jabiluka.



 The environment ministry‘s decision advances inclusive growth, sets back the Maoist cause

and reinforces India‘s ability to function within its laws — all requisites of long-term

prosperity that will serve India well in the future.

 The Home Ministry, in laying much political premium on the environment ministry‘s

decision, is hoping that it would help it build bridges with the disenchanted tribals and send

out a positive pro-ecology message to the world at large.

 The government has also reconstituted the Cabinet Committee on Tribal Affairs. Two cells,

one under the Home Ministry and the other under Planning Commission, have also been

scripting schemes for the welfare of tribals.

The government has directed these cells to work out plans to ensure that compensation

from companies violating environment rules reach the tribals directly.

 Govt. has proposed for 26% of mining profits to be shared with local communities.

 The government must ensure that all mining related activity, which involves displacement of

indigenous communities, is brought in line with the International Labour Organisation

Convention 169 which protects identity and land rights of indigenous people.
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